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Abstract—Ultra-dense Heterogeneous networks (UDHN)
are emerging as the inevitable approach to cope with the
imminent cellular network capacity crunch. However, load
imbalance and widely disproportionate SINR distribution
between macro and small cells, remains the key hurdle
in harnessing the full potential of UDHN. In this paper
we address this problem by proposing and analysing a
novel load-aware user association methodology that offers
a mechanism to simultaneously optimize network capacity,
load distribution and coverage. The solution concurrently
leverages the three key optimization parameters for Coverage and Capacity Optimization (CCO) and Load Balancing
(LB) SON functions i.e. antenna tilts, transmit powers and
cell individual offsets (CIOs). The method incorporates
exponential-weighting based prioritization of CCO and
LB SON functions within the user association process.
The results suggest that the proposed approach offers
a distribution of load between macro and small cells
that yields more gain in terms of both network capacity
and user quality of service than conventional max signal
strength or max SINR based association methods.
Index Terms—HetNet; Self-organizing networks; CCO;
LB; Joint Optimization; User Association; QoS; 5th Generation Cellular Networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Efficient utilization of resources in emerging cellular
networks, vis-a-vis 5G, is the most rapidly growing concern among the telecommunication community today.
Despite recent advancements in many physical layer
techniques and possible exploitation of new spectrum
at higher frequencies, network densification remains the
most yielding means to meet the capacity demands of
future 5G cellular networks. However, network densification comes with its own set of challenges [1], prime
among which is the heavily skewed distribution of load
between macro and small cells [2].
Theoretical studies [3] as well as field trials have
shown that in a UDHN, macro cells tend to be more
heavily loaded owing to the transmit power disparity
between macro and small cells. To rectify this imbalance
and introduce flexibility into the standard Reference
Signal Received Power (RSRP) based user association,

3GPP introduced the cell individual offset (CIO) parameter [4]. CIO introduces a virtual boost to the RSRP of
a cell which can be used to forcefully associate users
to small cells with lower power and greater available
radio resources. This method, however, is far from ideal
with several consequences, prime among which is the
Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) disparity
created by such an association. Such CIO induced cell
association also fails to accommodate for multiple factors that affect user quality of experience. These factors
include SINR from the candidate cell, the effective load
generated by the user to be associated, available free
resources in the candidate cell, as well as the impact of
new user association on interference and hence overall
system capacity.
Some aftermaths of CIO induced cell association are
illustrated in figures 1a and 1b. Figure 1a plots the
user associations with no CIOs, whereas in figure 1b,
small cells are assigned 10 dB CIO each. As intended,
introduction of CIO does force some UEs to switch
from macro cell to small cell thereby, achieving some
apparent LB; however, this change in association comes
with a caveat, i.e., reduced SINR for small cell users
acquired via CIOs, sometimes significantly, due to the
lower transmit powers of small cells. This effect can
be seen by observing an example UE encircled in red
in figures 1a and 1b, whose SINR goes from 17 dB
to -20 dB after switching cells. It is worth noting that
such arbitrarily set values of CIOs, as is the current
practice, do not and cannot ensure that the host small cell
has enough surplus Physical Resource Block (PRBs) to
offset the 37 dB drop in SINR compared to macro cell.
This demonstrates that use of empirically determined
CIO values can affect overall resource efficiency in
the system negatively, thereby causing the problem that
CIOs were introduced to solve in first place. Instead,
CIOs need to be determined through a method that
considers user traffic demands and current cell loads.
Most importantly CIO values should be determined in

(a) With small cell CIOs = 0 dB

(b) With small cell CIOs = 10 dB

Fig. 1: RSRP-based UE Association

conjunction with other two key hard parameters that
affect SINR as well as cell association i.e., Tx power
and antenna tilts.
A. Related Work
The survey by Liu et. al. [5] provides a comprehensive
summary of the work done on user association methodologies in cellular networks especially in conjunction
with proposed 5G-enabling technologies including massive MIMO systems, dense HetNets, energy conservation, mmWave, Cloud-RAN and internet of things
(IoT). A key observation that can be drawn from this
recent survey is the use of maximum RSRP based cell
association with CIO by the overwhelming majority
of research studies on cell association. This is in part
due to the existence of mature standards for parameters
and measurements shared with the user equipment (UE)
while making the association decision. Later we explain
that our proposed resource conscious cell association
scheme can also be implemented using existing standard
measurements in cellular systems.
Conversely, load and offered cell capacity often provide the underlying motivation in SINR, instead of

RSRP, based cell association approaches proposed in
literature, such as the one presented in [6]. A similar
approach is presented in [7] and [8] which attempt
to optimize user association based on offered capacity.
Authors in [9] utilize spectral efficiency, a derivative
of the SINR, to optimize user association. However
SINR based user association is not always the optimal
methodology as it can contribute to overloading of macro
cells in a HetNet. In this work, we propose a user
association methodology that not only takes into account
the received power, but also considers cell load modeled
as a function of SINR, while performing cell association
in order to avoid overloading, and consequently, user
quality of experience degradation.
While optimizing user association, the parameters of
choice also play a vital role. Many studies employ either
antenna tilts [10], Tx power [11], or CIO [12] as the
optimization parameters. However, as demonstrated in
[13], the impact of cell Tx powers, antenna tilts and
CIOs on cell coverage, capacity and load is deeply
intertwined. This makes user association optimization in
one or two parameters a futile exercise since any change
in the third parameter drastically alters the capacity and
load scenario of the network.
B. Proposed Approach and Contributions
Optimization of user association has the capability to
provide an optimal tradeoff between otherwise conflicting objectives of CCO and LB SON functions. However,
along with its dependence on multiple optimization
parameters, user association is also affected by the
interdependence of load and SINR as highlighted in [2].
The load in a cell for given traffic demand depends
on SINR perceived by the users associated with that
cell. With poor SINR same traffic demand generates
more load on the cell because of low spectral efficiency
and hence more PRB consumption. On the other hand,
SINR of users associated with a cell also depends on the
resource utilization in neighboring cells, thus creating an
intertwined chain effect. The contributions and findings
of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1 We propose a novel cell association approach that
tackles the aforementioned challenges by embedding the goals of CCO and LB SON functions into
a single load aware cell association method.
2 We formulate and solve an optimization problem
that jointly optimizes soft parameter CIO and hard
parameters antenna tilt and Tx power to actuate the
proposed cell association method.
3 We also introduce a parameter to set the priority of
CCO and LB SON functions for user association
without necessitating changes to existing LTE network standards. We also empirically determine the
optimal value of this parameter.
4 The analysis and results in this paper call for a shift
from signal strength or SINR focused optimization

of cellular networks to a hybrid load-aware optimization that can solve the aforementioned problems in emerging UDHN.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a description of system model employed in derivation of
the proposed user association is provided in Section
II. A description of the proposed approach along with
key influencing factors is presented in Section III, while
Section IV contains simulation results demonstrating the
efficacy of the proposed approach in comparison with
coverage and SINR based user association methodologies.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL

the spectral efficiency of the user link for given SINR. If
we consider features such as MIMO or coding scheme
gains and scheduling gains,
f (γuc ) can be defined as

c
c
f (γu ) B Alog2 1 + Bγu , where A and B are variables
that can be used to model throughput gains (per PRB)
achievable from various types of diversity schemes, or
losses incurred by signaling overheads, or hardware
inefficiencies. For sake of simplicity, without loss in
generality, we assume A = B = 1. Ratio of the sum
of requested PRBs in a cell to the total cell bandwidth
Nbc gives the cell load:
Cell Load = ηc =

A. Network and User Specifications
Network topology considers at least one randomly
deployed small cell in the coverage area of a macro cell.
Frequency reuse of 1 is considered and same frequency
spectrum is utilized by macro and small cells. Macro
cells use directional antennas with three sectors per site
while small cells employ omni-directional antennas. An
LTE like OFDMA based system with resources divided
into physical resource blocks (PRBs) of fixed bandwidth,
is assumed. For conciseness, the downlink direction is
chosen for the analysis as this is where most imbalance
in coverage of macro cells and small cells occurs. User
association is calculated for a snapshot of network user
distribution. We also assume that requested user data
rate is known which gives a lower-bound on the desired
instantaneous user throughput. Desired user throughput can be modelled as a spatio-temporal function of
subscriber behavior, subscription level, service request
patterns, as well as the applications being used with the
help of big data analytics as recently proposed in [14].
B. Parameters and Measurements
We consider the following network information to be
known to both UEs and eNodeBs (eNBs).
1) Cell Loads: For an OFDMA based network, we
can define instantaneous cell load as the ratio of PRBs
occupied in a cell during a Transmission Time Interval
(TTI) to total PRBs available in the cell. This information is available as a standard measurement in LTE as
"UL/DL total PRB usage" [15] and can be broadcast to
the UEs. To define cell load ηc for our system model,
we first calculate minimum number of PRBs ηuc to be
allocated to a user:


τ̂u
1
c
(1)
ηu =
ωB f (γuc )
where τ̂u represents the (desired) throughput of user u
∈ Uc , where Uc is the set of all active users associated
with cell c which have requested resources from the cell,
γuc represents the SINR of user u when associated with
cell c and ωB is the bandwidth per PRB. f (γuc ) denotes
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Since there is no limit to the requested PRBs by the
users associated with a cell, the range of cell load is
ηc ∈ [0, ∞). If cell load exceeds 1, the cell in reality will
be fully loaded and oncoming users, for whom there are
no more resources left, will face blocking. The value of
load ηc is therefore referred to as virtual load and ηc > 1
reflects congestion in cell c.
2) Received Power: In LTE networks, downlink Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) from nearby
base stations is continuously monitored by the UEs and
reported to the serving eNB for a number of purposes.
In the proposed user association method, we use the user
received power (RSRP) to calculate coverage probability
in the network.
3) Cell Individual Offset: CIOs can be defined as
a combination of multiple cell association parameters
introduced by the 3GPP in Release 8 E-UTRAN Specifications [4]. More specifically, CIO includes cell hysteresis, cell offsets and event related offsets which are
used by the UE to decide association with a cell. CIO
information can easily be broadcast by each cell and
decoded by the UEs as part of standard operation. For
the purpose of this paper we treat CIO as a simple virtual
boost in RSRP.
4) Antenna Tilt: As macro cells in the system under
consideration use directional antennas, the gain from
base station to user Guc is dependent on the 3D antenna
gain model. For development purposes, 3GPP has provided a theoretical 3D antenna gain model which is given
in [16] as:
−1.2 λ v
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where ψuc is the vertical angle between user c and
c
the transmit antenna of cell c, ψtilt
is the tilt angle of
serving cell antenna, λh and λv are the weighting factors
for horizontal and vertical beam pattern respectively, φuc
is the horizontal angle of user u from cell c, φcazi is
the azimuth of antenna of cell c, and Bh and Bv are
horizontal and vertical beamwidths of the transmitter

antenna of cell c. As our variable of interest in (3) is tilt
angle and rest of the antenna parameters can be treated
as constants, for the sake of conciseness we can simplify
(3) using the following substitution:
xuc =

 c
c 2
(Bv )2 λh φu − φ azi
λv
Bh

(4)

5) Signal-to-Interference and Noise Ratio: Equation
(2) demonstrates the relationship between cell load and
user SINR. To develop a load-aware user association
methodology, we need to have SINR estimation in order
to estimate cell load. Based on the system model, we
propose to estimate SINR for user u as a function of
antenna tilts and transmit power along with interfering
cell loads using the standard exponential pathloss model
as:
 −β
Ptc Gu Guc δa duc
(5)
γuc =
 −β
Í
κ + ∀i ∈C/c η̂i Pti Gu Giu δa dui
where Ptc and Pti are the transmit powers of serving
cell c and interfering cell i, Gu is UE gain, δ is signal
shadowing, a is the pathloss constant, duc and dui represent distance of user u from cell c and i, respectively,
β is the pathloss exponent, and κ is the thermal noise
power. Here, η̂i denotes actual cell load in a cell such that
η̂i ∈ [0, 1] and is used exclusively for SINR calculation.
Substituting xuc in (3) and replacing Guc and Giu in (5)
with the resulting expression gives:

γuc =
κ+
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(6)
where µ is consolidated constant based on fixed antenna
characteristics.
III. A N EW U SER A SSOCIATION M ETHODOLOGY
The state-of-the-art method of determining cell associations is to use the RSRP measurements along with
CIO values as given below:
c
c
Ṕr,u
= Pr,u
+ PCc IOd B
dBm
dBm

(7)

c
where Pr,u
is the true signal power in dBm received
dBm
c
by user u from cell c and Ṕr,u
is the received power
dBm
reported back by user u to cell c in dBm. This value
includes the PCc IOd B (the CIO value) of cell c in dB.
However, as explained earlier, this method overlooks
the key impact of user association on cell loads and
consequently SINR, and thus results in negative impact
on overall capacity and QoS through imbalanced loads
and poorer SINR distribution among users (See introduction section and Fig. 1 and 2). To overcome this
challenge, we propose to establish user association with

cell j not only based on received power but also load
in that cell. More specifically, in this load aware cell
association method user to be associated with cell j can
be determined as:
where U j,t is a set of all active and idle users for
whom a scaled product of the RSRP (+CIO) in Watts
c , and the residual cell capacity for cell j is the
Ṕr,u
highest. α ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting factor introduced to
allow trading between the impact of RSRP and cell
load measurements in the cell association. Note that
in (8), to make new user association decision with a
cell we use the virtual cell load which provides a truer
picture of effective potential load in the candidate cell by
taking into account the users that are already associated
with that cell but were not served due to lack of free
resources. The time subscripts for U j,t and ηc,t−1 signify
the fact that the user association at time t is calculated
using the last known cell loads i.e. before the new set
of users are associated.
The set Uc used in the expression for SINR in (6)
represents the set of only active users associated with
the cell c. With α = 1, the user association becomes
simply a function of cell load at the time of association
and consequently the SINR of users already associated
with the cell and thus this cell association actuates the
LB SON function only. On the other hand, if α = 0,
the proposed user association method simply represents
state-of-the-art RSRP based cell association method
which helps achieve coverage optimization aspect in
the CCO SON function. An important characteristic of
the proposed user association formulation in (8) is that
it can be implemented in a practical network using
existing measurements and parameters including cell
loads, RSRP measurements, and CIOs. Therefore, the
methodology does not require any significant changes
to the existing LTE network standards in order for it to
be implemented.
Although the proposed user association methodology
can ensure that cell loads are optimized, it cannot ensure
that quality of service is optimized along with them.
Therefore, the proposed user association is used to maximize the geometric mean of achievable user throughput
in the network by optimizing Tx powers, antenna tilts
and CIO parameters of cells in a UDHN. The geometric
mean is used to ensure fairness in terms of cell loads on
top of the user association since maximum geometric
mean can only be achieved when all inputs are equal.
Although this is not possible in a practical network, the
final results demonstrate a considerably even cell load
distribution due to this formulation which is given as:
1
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U j,t B ∀u ∈ U | j = arg max∀c ∈C

TABLE I: Parameter Settings for Simulation
System Parameters
Number of Base Stations
Sectors per Base Station
Small Cells per Sector
Number of UE per Sector
Transmission frequency
Transmission
Bandwidth
Network Topology
Macro Cell Tx Power
Macro Cell Antenna Tilt
Small Cell Tx Power
Small Cell CIO
Cellular System Standard
Macro Cell Height
Small Cell Height
Inter-site
Distance
(Macro)

Value
7
3
1
25
2 GHz
10 MHz
Hexagonal
Max: 46 dBm, Min: 40
dBm
Max: 15◦ , Min: 0◦
Max: 30 dBm, Min: 27
dBm
Max: 10 dB, Min: 0 dB
LTE
25 m
10 m
500 m

where ωuc is the minimum number of physical resource
blocks, rounded up to the nearest whole number, required by the user u to achieve its desired throughput
when associated with cell c. The formulation in (9) uses
SINR expression derived in (6) to obtain the achievable
throughput of a user.

1
ηc,t−1

α


 (1−α)  
c
∗ Ṕr,u
dBm

(8)

We use wrap around model to simulate interference
in an infinitely large network thus avoiding boundary
effect. To model realistic networks, UEs are distributed
non-uniformly in all the sectors such that a fraction
of UEs are clustered around randomly located hotspots
in each sector. Due to the non-convexity of SINR
expression in (6), sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) is used to maximize the geometric mean of user
throughput since it allows an approximation of a nonconvex function as a convex function, while Monte Carlo
simulations are used to estimate average performance.
B. Results
In the formulation presented in (8), user association
is dependent on 3 features: cell loads at the time of
association, RSRP with CIO as reported by the UE,
and the user association exponent α. The impact of
cell loads and RSRP on user association are obvious
from (8); however, the impact of exponent value on user
association requires quantitative evaluations of system
KPIs. A very relevant KPI is the cell load and its
distribution among cells for given total traffic in the
network. A lower average cell load and more normal
load distribution among cells for given traffic reflects
a better performing CCO-LB solution. A comparison
for α ∈ [0, 1] was done with results showing that for
α = 0.4375, cell load distribution is the closest to a
normal distribution. Due to space limitations, figure 2
only presents cell load kernel density distribution for
values of α ∈ [0.25, 0.5].

IV. S IMULATION AND R ESULTS
In this section, we evaluate cell load distribution with
a range of α values and discover interesting trends that
can be used to develop some practical design guidelines.
We also present a comparison of the proposed user
association with a Max RSRP and Max SINR based user
association in terms of cell load distribution and other
important KPIs.
A. Simulation Setup
We employ a LTE 3GPP standard compliant network
topology simulator [16] to generate typical macro and
small cell based network and UE distributions. The
simulation parameters details are given in Table I.

Fig. 2: Comparison of Offered Cell Load Distribution
for α ∈ [0.25, 0.5]
Figure 3 presents a comparison of cell load kernel
density distribution of the proposed load-aware user
association with Max RSRP and Max SINR user association methodologies. The results indicate that the

proposed load-aware user association achieves far more
balanced load distribution compared to either of the
two competing methodologies, despite the fact that Max
SINR association scheme provides the best overall SINR
distribution, as shown in figure 6. Conversely, the impact
of RSRP or SINR centric approaches is clearly evident
in terms of uneven load distribution among cells. This
is demonstrated in terms of macro and small cell load
distributions in figures 4 and 5, which serve to highlight
the true capacity gains of the proposed load-aware user
association over existing user association approaches by
avoiding underloading small cells and overloading macro
cells.
Fig. 5: Comparison of Offered Small Cell Load Distribution for load-aware vs. Max RSRP and Max SINR
user association

Fig. 3: Comparison of Offered Cell Load Distribution
for load-aware vs. Max RSRP and Max SINR user
association
Fig. 6: Comparison of average SINR CDF for load-aware
vs. Max RSRP and Max SINR user association

Fig. 4: Comparison of Offered Macro Cell Load Distribution for load-aware vs. Max RSRP and Max SINR
user association
The even load distribution offered by the proposed
load-aware user association methodology also results in
gains in terms of user QoS by minimizing the number of
users who are unable to achieve their desired throughput
due to a lack of physical resources at the serving cell.
This is evidenced by the ratio of unsatisfied users in

the network and the utilization of physical resources
in the network given in figure 7. The results in figure
7 highlight two important points. Firstly, the resource
utilization in load-aware user association is higher than
the other two schemes due to the lower user SINR which
results in more PRBs being utilized to achieve desired
user throughput. However, the high user SINR achieved
by Max RSRP and Max SINR associations in comparison is inconsequential if there are no physical resources
to serve the users at serving cell, as is demonstrated by
the ratio of unsatisfied users in figure 7. The ratio of
unsatisfied users due to load-aware user association in 7
is significantly lower compared to either Max RSRP and
Max SINR association methodologies. This is because
the max RSRP and max SINR association methodologies
are blind towards network loading while associating
users with cells, thus exposing new users to resource
unavailability. The load-aware user association avoids
this issue by balancing user associations based on RSRP
and cell loads, thus forcing users to switch to cells with
lower SINR even when a cell with higher RSRP is
available.

Fig. 7: Comparison of network utilization and unsatisfied
user ratio for load-aware vs. Max RSRP and Max SINR
user association

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel load-aware user
association methodology for capacity optimization with
the challenge of load distribution in emerging HetNets
for 5G networks taken as the key constraint. The proposed user association methodology exploits joint optimization of CIO, Tx power and antenna tilt to balance
loads between all cells, including macro and small cells,
in a way that increases overall physical system capacity.
Results suggest that for the optimal user association
exponent α, SINR does not suffer considerably as compared to the RSRP(+CIO) only approach. The proposed
association methodology also provides a balanced network loading without any significant depreciation in
downlink SINR compared to existing methods. As part
of a future study, use of game theoretic techniques to
determine optimal α value will be pursued. Moreover,
considering the assumption of apriori knowledge of required user throughput, further research can be directed
towards incorporation of big data aided knowledge like
user mobility prediction to optimally set α values for
each cell and UE.
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